Glossary of Pen-Related Terms
Bowl—The curved part of a letter as with B, R, and P.
Broadcloth—A dense woolen cloth, traditionally
made solely of wool, used for covering gaming tables
and as a writing surface.
Calligraphy—Beautiful or fair writing as a product;
also, elegant penmanship as an art or profession.
Clay Tablets—Used by the Babylonians with a
wedged shaped instrument (a type of stylus) to mark
in the clay.
Counter—The space enclosed, or more or less
enclosed, the outline of the letter.

Illumination—In the strictest definition of the term,
an illuminated manuscript refers only to manuscripts
decorated with gold or silver, but in both common
usage and modern scholarship, the term refers to any
decorated or illustrated manuscript from Western
traditions.
Ink—The colored (usually black) fluid ordinarily
employed in writing with a pen on paper, parchment,
etc. (writing ink), or the viscous paste used for a
similar purpose in printing.
Intersectus—The spaces between letters.
Italic—Letters sloping forwards.

Cursive—Running informal writing (modern term).

Ligatures—Letters joined together.

Ductus—The direction of the movements by which
letters are drawn.

Palaeography—The study of the progressive changes
and developments in the form of letters over time,
usually applied to writing on less durable materials
such as parchment, leather, and/or papyrus.

English Round Hand—Another name for
Copperplate-style handwriting.
Epigraphy—Generally the term used for writing on
hard durable materials such as stone or potsherds
(ostraca), but some use the term for any inscriptional
remnants of a past civilization.
Evenline—A letter in which the line does not vary
from thick to thin.
Gothic (Broken Gothic)—A capital letter made out of
discontinuous lines, evolved in the 15th Century.
Gothic (Round Gothic)—A capital letter that evolved
in the 13th Century.

Paper—From the writing sheets made of thin strips
of papyrus the name was transferred to paper made of
cotton, linen, and other fibers. Textile-based paper
originated in China and was introduced into Europe
via Arabic Spain from the 10th or 11th Century.
By the 14th Century it was widely manufactured
in Europe. Post-classical Latin papyrus in the sense
of “textile-based” paper is first attested to in Italy in
1163.
These developments took place before the word
entered the English language, so that here its
application to papyrus is only a later retrospective
use. Wood-pulp paper comes about in the middle of
the 19th Century.

Pounce (white)—A fine powder, made from
pulverized sandarac or cuttle shell, used to prevent
ink from spreading (especially when writing on
unsized paper) or to prepare the surface of parchment
to receive writing.
Pounce (dark)—A fine powder that was sprinkled
over wet ink to hasten drying prior to the invention
of blotting paper. The powder was prepared from
substances such powdered soft minerals, fine river
sand, and sifted wood ash.
Pounce Pot—A small container resembling a salt
shaker. Many pounce pots have concave lids to make
it easier to return spare pounce to the pot.
Orthography—The study of spelling and the
sequence of characters in a word and their setting in a
grammatical structure.
Sanserif—A letter without a serif, ending therefore
without any thickening at the termination.

Papyrus—A tall aquatic flowering sedge, Cyperus
papyrus, native to central Africa and the Nile Valley,
which has a stem up to 10 feet (approximately 3
meters) high carrying large terminal umbels of
flowering spikelets. It has been used from ancient
times as a source of writing material and for other
purposes.
Parchment—A piece of animal skin, especially from
a sheep or goat, dressed and prepared as a surface for
writing; a scroll or roll of this material; a manuscript
or document written on this.
Pen—A hand-held instrument for writing or drawing
with ink or a similar fluid: (originally) such an
instrument made from a feather with its quill
sharpened and split to form a nib which is dipped in
ink; (subsequently) a small metal point formed like
the lower end of a quill pen and fitted into a penholder, a pen nib; (also) the complete contrivance of
pen-holder and nib, a dip pen; (in later use) such an
instrument containing its own supply of ink, which is
delivered to the page by means of a nib or (more
recently) a small ball point or nylon tip.
Pencil—An implement for drawing or writing, and
related senses.
Penmanship—The art of using a pen; skill in writing
or (occasionally) drawing; style of handwriting;
calligraphy.

Scribe—A writer; one whose business is writing. In
various specific or limited applications.
Serif—A finishing off-stroke at the termination of
letters.
Stem—The upright stroke of a letter.
Stone—Greeks and Romans used a chisel to punch
into the stone and then later adapted to using a stylus
on a wax-coated tablet.
Stylus—A tracing-point used to produce the written
record.
Vellum—A fine kind of parchment prepared from
the skins of calves (lambs or kids) and used especially
for writing, painting, or binding. c.1440
Write—To score, outline, or draw the figure of
(something); to incise.
Writing—The action of one who writes, in various
senses; the penning or forming of letters or words;
the using of written characters for purposes of
record, transmission of ideas, etc.
These abbreviated definitions are taken from the Oxford English
Dictionary, courtesy of the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation.

